Open the Middle Ages Europe Map from the class website using Meta Moji.

1. Outline and label (page 321):
   - England
   - Spain
   - Kingdom of the Franks (Charlemagne’s Empire)

2. Trace the migratory routes taken by (page 323):
   - Angles & Saxons
   - Magyars
   - Vikings
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MIGRATORY GROUPS
Migratory groups settle throughout Europe during the Middle Ages.

Angles and Saxons move from continental Europe to England.
Migratory Groups

- Magyars migrated from Central Asia to Hungary
- Vikings migrated from Scandinavia to Russia
Migratory Groups

- Manors put up castles so invaders could not **S.T.I.R.** up trouble so easily
- **Strengthened** feudal system
Migratory Groups

- Towns declined
- Invasions disrupted trade
- Reinforced the feudal system